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Registry update 
 

Almost a year has gone by since the 

beginning of this project at the NCCA 

2009 Grand Nashional. Throughout the 

year we have compiled a list of 358 Nash 

Healeys  which are believed to still exist 

– we have verified through the Registry a 

total of 92 and will continue to encourage 

participation. A Roster will be compiled 

soon and sent to all Registered Owners. 

 

        Newsletter 
 I would encourage everyone to send 

articles and photographs for inclusion in 

this newsletter. Events in your area make 

for interesting articles. A newsletter is 

only worthwhile if it engages the reader 

and contains interesting and informative 

information.  Please send information 

and feedback to jbrookes@moradnet.ca 

 

This bi-monthly publication is produced by the Nash Healey Registry. In order to 
continue receiving this Free newsletter, please register your Nash Healey by 
completing the form on the last page of your newsletter or by sending your 
information to jbrookes@moradnet.ca. The purpose of this newsletter is to inform 
owners of the registry, to encourage participation and to create a network through 
which Nash Healey owners can connect and share information. 



                   
 

 

          

The following information on Nash Healey production figures has been reproduced from  the January 

1983 issue of the Nash Healey News. 



                   

 

                                                                                                           

 
                                                                                                          

 

  

 

The following tips are included in reference to overheating problems as covered in the on-line discussion 

group.Two solutions from owners are included.   For interest sake, I have included at the bottom of the page an 

article from a 1970 issue of the Nash Healey Car Club Magazine. 

I worked with our local radiator shop on 3 Healey radiators, 
mine was done first and required a return visit.  Initially, I 
had one request -- add as much cooling capacity as 
possible and still maintain an original appearance.  My 3 
row core was replaced with a 5 row that filled up the side 
frames, but did not alter the appearance of the radiator ( a 
4 row with larger tubes was also available, but had the 
same performance specs).  The radiator received a normal 
rebuild and was returned to me for installation. The 
following are my list of changes that soon became 
necessary, and were incorporated in both of the following 
radiators. 
  
1.  The original filler neck and cap use a loose rubber 
gasket for a seal, and there are a series of dimples around 
the neck to keep the donut gasket in place -- these dimples 
also keep a new or modern cap from being able to be used 
without modification.  If during the rebuild, a regular truck 
filler neck is installed, the change is invisible, and now both 
a new cap and an expansion tank can be used since the 
new cap has the return system capability. ( I added a 
"hidden" expansion tank behind the front bumper and 
maintained the appearance of the engine compartment) 
  
2.  The drain valve uses the metric version of straight 
threads and a sealing washer instead of tapered pipe 
threads, my 50 year plus old drain dripped, by changing 
the small drain valve flange, the choices of drains are 
endless since most of the older American standards used 
this system. 
  
3. On the radiator top tank, the expansion section is 
formed with "open" corners, and they are only sealed with 
soft solder -- I experienced a split on an early hot, high 
pressure run.  This area was strengthened by forming 
brass "corners" and silver soldering the corners to 
the expansion tank, then the tank was installed as original 
with extra rivets added between the factory spacing. 
  
These changes took care of all of my problems, and they 
probably add less than $40 to the cost of the radiator 
rebuild.  I would also advise referencing the old issues of 
TNT and finding Jim Walton's article on water pumps with 
the carbon seals, I also consider this a necessity with the 
10 pound system.  Also, by 1954, the Healey's had side 
seals and top baffles as standard -- I would have 
incorporated them if I had know before I painted my engine 
compartment.  My last changes will be a 6 blade fan and 
high flow thermostat that will happen this week. 
Paul Supan 

I own a Nash-Healey and have done a number of things to improve 

cooling.  I am pleased to report that the car never overheats even  after 

extended running at idle and non-movement, like waiting at show  fields 

or street car shows..

I built my own design shroud in four sections because of the extremely 

close quarters to install it without removing the radiator. The basic 

design is a hoop and panels of 20 gauge aluminum bent on a hand brake 

that are pop riveted because I am not great shakes at welding thin  stock 

aluminum.  The side pieces have a lip that mounts on the 

radiator vertical sides.  The sections are assembled with socket 

button head cap screws and captured nuts which makes reaching easy 

with a hex driver and extension.  When the shroud is in place and 

assembled it has no where to go but stay in place.  The assembly is 

painted radiator black and looks like a factory installation.

I now use a six blade flex fan trimmed to 1/2" smaller than the 

circular hoop in the shroud.I had my radiator recored with a four row

core, actually I was told by  the shop the core is used on Ferraris and 

other European Exotics, it  sure cost like it was, but I wasn't going to 

argue.  The shop worked  all the dents of a lifetime out of the top and 

bottom original tanks  and internal flow directing pieces.  I got to see the 

tank work done  before the shop did the assembly.

I have installed a 165 °F thermostat.

Finally, after finding a new heater temperature control valve I made a 

change to the stock arrangement for the heater.  I installed a ball 

style valve that can be open or closed in the supply line to the 

control valve.  I also installed a short by-pass with a similar ball 

valve between the outlet at the back of the cylinder head and the 

return line from the heater that can be open or closed.  I think you 

can see where this is going.  This is a trick we have used with 400  c.i. 

Chevrolet V-8 engines, affectionately know as steam boilers  because the 

cylinders have no coolant between the cylinders, it is how  GM can get 

400+ cubes in a small block that started life as 265 c.i.  and didn't see 

any casting changes until it reached 350 c.i.  These  piping changes 

maintain the coolant flow from the rear of the engine  back to the water 

pump whether or not the heater is in operation by  simply switching the 

flow patch of coolant.  I believe this is an important change because the 

rear of the engine will normally run  hotter than the front and middle 

cylinders. 

I also run a 7 p.s.i. cap with an expansion tank, a poly style tank 
that can be purchased at most auto parts stores.

The sum of these changes have cured my opportunity with cooling the 

Big Lemans Dual Jet Fire Six. Many purists may not like these changes 
but the majority of the spectators who see the car at local and out of  state 

car shows think it is great that it is a driven car not a  trailer queen.  I 

hope I have contributed some ideas for people having  a cooling 

problem. 

 

Cheers  Jim Rugowski 

TECHNICAL TIP by Bruce Hampson ( Reprinted from Vol 1 No 4 issue of old Nash-Healey Car Club Magazine) 

 

Overheating is a condition that should not occur with our cars. I had me ’51 N-H in the middle of New York City on a 100 degree August day one 

year and the temperature did not go above 200. As soon as I got on the George Washington bridge, the temp dropped to approx. 175 and that was 

the extent of my overheating. 

Two manufacturers supplied radiators for the N-H, American Eureka and the British Delaney. Eureks radiators are not marked, however the 

Delaney-Gallay units carry a plaque located below the filler cap, rear center. Most radiators of both makes are 3 5/16” thick with the core indented 

½” front and rear for a core thickness of 2 3/16” . If you feel you need more coolant capacity, you could have a full width core installed by a 

radiator shop, as cores are standard items that are ordered by height, width and thickness. For some unexplainable reason, the radiator in my ’53 

coupe is a Delaney-Gallay with a full thickness 3 7/16” core. I never had any form of overheating or running hot with the coupe and the full core 

 3 7/16”  radiator may be the reason. 

Now, how can we prevent overheating in our cars? First of all you must have a clean cooling system in order to give the 17 qt. Capacity as 

indicated by the 1951 owner’s guide. ( this guide applies to all years and was the only one printed). Also be sure to use the specified 170 degree 

thermostat with gaskets placed on both sides of the outer flange of the thermostat in the thermostat housing. Use a 7 lb. Pressure cap, and be sure 

the overflow pipe is clear. I used an old speedometer cable as a snake for cleaning the overflow pipe. It would appear to me that the 17 qt. 

Capacity refers to the 3 5/16”  radiator ( 2 3/16” core) and don’t know how much extra capacity would be obtained by installing a full width 3 

5/16” core. The next thing to check is the generator mounting, as this drives the water pump and therefore cools the engine. You MUST be sure 

the dowel pin on the generator housing is located in its hole on the engine block. 



                    

The following is reprinted from an undated article in Collectible Automobile Magazine 



 
  

 

 

    

      
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  

The Nash Healey appeared in a 

number of Hollywood movies and 

at least one television series in the 

1950’s. Some of the more 

recognized appearances  were in 

the television series “Superman” 
 

Clark Kent ( George Reeves) can be seen driving a Nash Healey Roadster in at 

least four episodes. 1. King for a Day 

                                 2. Clark Kent – Outlaw 

                                 3. The Man With the Lead Mask 

                                 4. The Dog That Knew Superman 
 

The car used in this series was supposed originally 

owned by actor Dick Powell. It disappeared for a 

number of years, then was bought and later 

restored by Jeff Wells.  Mr. Wells has since sold 

the car and its location is unknown at this time. 
 



 

 

  Speedo or tach 
lettering 
Reproduction lettering sheets 
available for speedometer 
$25. or tachometer $25. 
Contact Ron Brookes 
jbrookes@moradnet.ca 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              

atá{ [xtÄxç exz|áàÜç  
Judy Brookes 

PO Box 6452 

Hinton, Alberta  Canada T7V 1X7 

Phone 780- 865-7066. 

Year ………………… 

Body Style     …………………….. 

Body Number   …………………. 

Chassis Number…………………………. 

Motor Number  ………………………….. 

Condition ………………………………...... 

Special Info or History ……………………………… 

Name ……………………………….................. 

Address ……………………………….................. 

Email ……………………………….................. 

Phone ……………………………….................. 

Please complete this form and email to jbrookes@moradnet.ca  

or send by regular mail to the above address 

 

Items for sale 
1952-54 Nash Healey Roadster Windshields                            $695.00 
1953 Nash Healey Coupe back Windshields                            $695.00 
1953 & 1954 Nash Healey Coupe Windshields                        $695.00 
1954 Nash Healey Coupe back windshield weatherstrip.         $450.00 
All Nash Healeys extended front suspension caster adjuster   $350.00 
All Nash Healeys front stabalizer bar.  (3 times stiffer)              $395.00 
Nash Healey rear motor mounts recast in urethane for $85.00 each on 
an exchange basis only 

 
Contact Jim Walton  nshjw@aol.com or 
 Dennis McAllister   denmca@comcast.net 
 

Speedometer or 
Tachometer Lettering 

 
Reproduction lettering sheets 
available for speedometer 
$25. or tachometer $25. 
 
Contact Ron Brookes  
jbrookes@moradnet.ca 


